MSA's integrated Bluetooth connectivity enables scalable solutions that eliminate the need for costly investments in wireless infrastructure.

Android-based Bluetooth connectivity is the basis for these solutions. By incorporating Bluetooth as a standard feature in select portable gas detectors, MSA offers wireless safety benefits to everyone.

By downloading the MSA ALTAIR Connect App from Google Play and pairing with any compatible Android® device, your gas detector can be turned into an enhanced safety and productivity tool.

**Safety Awareness**
- Receive gas detection readings, alarms and man-down alerts
- Send emergency SMS text notifications with GPS location# to single or group recipients
- Short-range replication of live instrument readings

**Maintenance and Operational Support**
- Configure instruments remotely, without the need for a PC
- View and email# event record

**Improved Safety Management and Compliance**
- View and email# calibration certifications
- Awareness of lone worker or remote instrument events
- Platform allows for integration of third-party engineered systems or subscription safety services

---

*MALTAIR Connect App is supported for Android OS versions 4.0 and higher.*

# using Android device-based application or function.